
The company Schweisser Team s.r.o.
, with registered office Sad SNP 8/668 010 01 Žilina, ID: 50248898, VAT number: 
2120275421, as the operator (hereinafter referred to as the "operator") guarantees 
the security and protection of entrusted personal data to the full extent in accordance
with the regulations of the European Parliament and the Council no. (EU) 2016/679 
on the protection of natural persons in the processing of personal data and on the 
free movement of data (hereinafter referred to as "GDPR") and thus Act no. 18/2018 
Coll. on the protection of personal data and on the amendment of certain laws as 
amended later.

Website security
The website tomarco.sk uses an encrypted SSL connection to secure the user's 
connection, which enables third parties to access the transmitted data. Third parties 
also continued to modify these data. The operator's database is protected and 
encrypted in accordance with the latest technical standards.

Contact information
When you visit the schweisserteam.com website and use it further, you may visit the 
operator and provide your personal data for feedback.
Provision of personal data is voluntary. The legal basis for processing the data 
provided by the user is such a possible interested party to provide the applicant with 
an answer or advice.
Personal data that users can provide to the operator:
- name and surname
- E-mail adress
- telephone number
– company (name, address, contact information)

Purpose
Personal data is used to contact the user. Personal data will be processed only for 
the period necessary for communication with the user.

Correctness
By voluntarily providing personal data, the user declares that the data provided is 
correct, true and up-to-date.

Newsletter
The user can provide his personal data during his visit and further use of the 
tomarco.sk website.
If the user is interested in sending a newsletter, he can have his own website. sk to 
provide an e-mail address from which identity can be determined during voluntary 
registration or fill out a voluntary form on the basis of which the newsletter will be 
sent to him.
Provision of personal data is voluntary. The essential obligation of the operator to 
process the user's personal data for the purpose of sending the newsletter is the 
granting of the user's consent to the processing of personal data in the necessary 
scope of sending marketing messages, while this consent is the only legal basis for 
the processing of data provided by the user (email addresses).
The user must comply with his consent to the processing and storage of personal 
data, which serves to ensure the authorization of the operator, who will process 
personal data to the extent necessary for the purposes set forth in this article.

Duration of consent
The consent of the user according to the previous paragraph to obtain the moment of
voluntary provision of consent by ticking the relevant boxes in the online form and 
lasts for five years or after the withdrawal of the user's consent. The operator has the
right to process the provided data during the duration of the consent.



Correctness
The user declares that the personal data provided to us are correct, true and up-to-
date. In case of provision of incorrect, untrue or out-of-date data, we are not 
responsible for any errors
By voluntarily providing personal data, the user declares that the data provided is 
correct, true and up-to-date, otherwise it may cause damage that the incorrect, 
untrue or up-to-date information may cause. The user is obliged to notify the 
operator of a change in the provided personal data.
Data transfer and automated decision making. The user's personal data will not be 
enhanced or provided to third parties of the European Union, will not be transferred 
to countries outside the Union, or on the basis of which the organizer will not 
contribute to an important decision for the user in an automated way.
Instruction on the rights of the person concerned. The use of data in connection with 
the protection of personal data is mainly governed by the provisions of Articles 12 to 
22 of the GDPR, as amended.

As a user, you have the right, in particular, based on a written or email request 
addressed to the operator (email: info@schweisserteam.sk):
confirmation of whether or not personal data about you is processed, access to your 
personal data and data about them, as well as correction of this data
limiting the processing of personal data, especially if they are incorrect,
deletion of your personal data, especially if it concerns the purpose of their 
processing or revocation of consent to processing
transfer of your personal data to another operator in a structured and machine-
readable form
You also have the right by written notice or email:
frequent sending of your consent to the processing of personal data, with effects 
from the date of delivery of the notice, if the processing of personal data carried out 
on the basis of consent, i.e. the obligation to process personal data on the basis of 
the delivery of a notice of withdrawal of consent will be maintained,
if it happensdoes not process personal data based on your consent, object to the 
processing for reasons related to your personal situation or if you suspect that the 
data is being processed illegally.
You also have the right to file a complaint or request to investigate the processing of 
your personal data to the Office for the Protection of Personal Data, as the 
supervisory authority for the Slovak Republic.
The rights of the user and/or the user may be limited if such a limitation results from 
a special regulation, their application would violate the protection of the user or the 
rights and freedoms of other affected persons would be violated.

Cookies files
In order to ensure the proper functioning of this website, we sometimes store small 
data files on your device, so-called cookies. This is a common practice of most large 
websites.

What are cookies?
A cookie is a small text file that a website stores on your computer or mobile device 
when you browse it. Thanks to this file, the website stores information about your 
actions and preferences (such as login name, language, font size and other display 
settings) for a certain time, so that you do not have to enter them again the next time
you visit the site or browse its individual pages.
Individual cookies have a different "durability" period (different storage time on your 
device). Some cookies are deleted the moment you close your internet browser, 
others remain stored on your device even after you close the browser.

How and why do we use cookies?
Our website uses cookies to remember user settings, for better adaptation of 
advertisements to the interests of visitors and for the necessary functionality of the 



website.
They allow us to remember your actions and preferences over a period of time. So 
that you don't have to re-enter them every time you return to a website or move from 
one website to another.
They also help us better understand what is relevant to you on our pages. We use 
cookies to improve your user experience.

How to control cookies
You can control or delete cookies at your discretion - see aboutcookies.org for 
details. You can delete all cookies stored on your computer and you can set most 
browsers to prevent them from being stored. However, in this case, you may need to 
manually adjust some settings each time you visit the website, and some services 
and features may not work.

What cookies do we use?
Functional and technical cookies
Analytical cookies
Marketing and advertising cookies
We use marketing and advertising cookies to be able to display content on our site 
according to your previous preferences in order to display advertising based on your 
interests.

How to refuse the use of cookies
The use of cookies can be set using your internet browser. Most browsers 
automatically accept cookies in the initial settings.

Contact us
If you have any questions about cookies, you can ask us at info@schweisserteam.sk


